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Kerll is relatively unknown today—in part because a large number 
of his works have been lost—but his example reveals one last subtext 
that Rose could have brought more to the fore. He had a decent, 
though not stellar, musical career; however, he seems to have been a 
musicians’ musician, often sought out as a teacher and as a source of 
musical models (so Pachelbel’s and even Handel’s music also make 
clear). Musical “authorship” was obviously a matter of public ac-
knowledgment that would have a significant impact on a composer’s 
career, income, and reputation. However, musicians then, as now, 
also operated within a relatively closed world with its own rules of 
association and behavior that might, in the end, be quite different 
from what was projected to patrons, employers, or even just society 
at large. Rose certainly does an outstanding job of identifying their 
performances—as it were—of identity in such broader spheres. But 
how Schütz, Bach, and others in between viewed these issues within 
their own particular domains may well be another story. 

The Complete Works of John Milton. Volume XI: Manuscript Writings. 
William Poole, ed. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2019. xiv + 473 
pp. + 23 illus. $175.00. Review by P.G. Stanwood, University of 
British Columbia. 

This volume, the most recent addition to the Oxford University 
Press edition of John Milton’s complete works in a proposed thirteen 
volumes, offers freshly transcribed and copiously annotated texts of 
two autograph manuscripts: “The Commonplace Book” (BL Add. 
MS 36354), and “Ideas for Dramas” (aka “Outlines for Tragedies”) 
in the Trinity College, Cambridge manuscript (James R.3.4) [pp. 
35–41]—well known also for the revised versions of Lycidas and other 
poems by Milton. The edition includes as well Milton’s presentation 
inscriptions to Patrick Young, Royal Librarian, and to John Rouse, 
Bodley’s Librarian. William Poole, the indefatigable and immensely 
scrupulous editor, provides as well an appendix descriptive of the 
lost Index Theologicus, supposed a part of the Commonplace Book, 
while another appendix illustrates the scribal characteristics of Milton’s 
amanuenses. There is, finally, the single leaf of text on the theme of 
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early rising, dubiously attributed to Milton. 
The chief concern of this volume is of course the so-called Com-

monplace Book which its newest editor presents (one wishes) defini-
tively in this, its fourth edition. The first edition was an imperfect 
transcript by its discoverer A.J. Horwood in 1876. Poole builds on his 
predecessors, especially J. H. Hanford and Ruth Mohl, of the Colum-
bia and Yale editions, of 1938 and 1953, respectively. Poole’s purpose 
in this Oxford edition is to provide not only a reliable text but also 
an extensive commentary on Milton’s sources, with reference to their 
further use in the Miltonic canon. Poole quotes from contemporary 
sources that Milton might have used, and he translates non-English 
texts. He gives also textual and general introductions, and biobibli-
ographies of the principal authors that Milton cites. 

The long introduction to the major part of this volume is a fas-
cinating description of the sort or kind of object with which we are 
concerned. Milton and his age regarded what we call “commonplace 
book” simply as a gathering of bound and blank manuscript leaves, 
ready for taking notes and so available for organizing one’s knowl-
edge—a kind of predecessor of the filing cabinet. Milton’s practice, 
and that of his contemporaries, was to enter references under fixed, 
general topics; these citations would be placed under the appropriate 
heading. Such reading notes would of course help one to remember the 
larger work. One conventional means of organization, which Milton 
follows, was to set down three major heads or divisions under which 
all notes accordingly are given: Index Ethicus [Ethical Index]; Index 
OEconomicus [Economic Index]; Index Politicus [Political Index]. 
Yet the conventional form of Milton’s commonplace book is distinc-
tive in certain respects. Milton is notably systematic and methodical, 
with terse, well-referenced excerpts, and an exact index. Also notable 
is Milton’s “thrift,” for a very high proportion of entries are deployed 
in the prose works. “Sustained exposure to this manuscript,” Poole 
observes, “invites the conclusion that Milton had more than an in-
kling of an idea about his own literary future, especially as a writer of 
prose” (60). Milton, indeed, used his commonplace book as a source 
for his polemical prose. 

Milton began his commonplace book, the present editor believes, 
no later than 1636, a judgment he bases in part on palaeographical 
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evidence as well as on the kind of notes that reflected his reading at this 
time. Moreover, we are reminded that Milton, “across 1634 to 1636,” 
was no longer writing the miniscule ‘a’ with a downstroke from the up-
per right-hand side (77). An analogous situation occurs in the Trinity 
(“Lycidas”) manuscript, where “early” Milton writes with the epsilon 
‘ε’ and later with the italic ‘e.’ Poole summarizes and renews here and 
throughout his edition the earlier scholarship of Parker, Hanford, 
Shawcross, Lewalski—updating and expanding their work and that 
of others. He offers an engaging account of difficult issues and docu-
ments. His review of Milton’s access to books, in an early section of the 
introduction, carefully examines the most frequent speculations about 
Milton’s use of libraries, noting the likeliest possibilities: Cambridge, 
Hammersmith, Horton, the Kederminster Library of Langley, and 
London. Kederminster is most unlikely, Poole believes, because of the 
restrictions of its rules whereby every reader was carefully monitored 
and no reader left unattended. Such a place was unsuitable for seri-
ous and sustained reading, where “it is also rather cold” (21). Having 
considered the several libraries where Milton, in need of books, has 
been alleged to have studied, Poole favors the strong possibility that 
Milton relied upon his own collection of books that with the help of 
friends he was steadily amassing. 

The original manuscript contains many additions by Milton’s 
amanuenses, and by some later owners. At an early stage, some of the 
leaves were torn away or otherwise mutilated, and so the pages actually 
used by Milton occupy rather less than half of the whole. Not one of 
the three organizing categories of Ethics, Economics, or Politics has 
enough entries to fill even half of its allotted space so that “only a third 
of the total manuscript was ever colonized by Miltonic hands.…[W]e 
must come to the conclusion that this is a manuscript dominated by 
blank space” (9). But we may be assured that the editor has given all of 
the Miltonic text, stripping away any later or non-Miltonic interven-
tions. Just when the manuscript ceased to be used by Milton or his 
amanuenses is difficult to say with any certainty, but Poole believes 
that its use certainly “tailed off … from around the point Milton went 
totally blind” in February 1652, with a few entries in the late 1650s, 
and possibly later (81). 
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The most essential feature of this edition, along with a new tran-
scription of the text is the extremely full and detailed annotation. 
Poole explains his method of annotation, noting the scribe for each 
entry or “block”—that is, Milton himself or an amanuensis—and 
the likely date of entry; a reference to Hanford’s edition; author and 
work cited; and publication and other locating details. Now follows: 
“Commentary, with quotation and translation where necessary, on the 
agreement or otherwise between the citation and the source text. Any 
further editorial commentary, including notices of pertinent discus-
sions in contemporary or secondary sources. Parallels from Milton’s 
other works, or within this manuscript … if appropriate” (110–111). 
Moreover, the editor gives “other observations or information, e.g. on 
the headings themselves, on palaeography, on matters of translation 
or interpretation, on (further) parallels from contemporary texts and 
modern scholarship on them, or noting cross-references” (111). To 
consult at random any citation reveals the intelligence and full realiza-
tion of this ambitious editorial plan. 

The much briefer and less demanding text in the latter portion of 
this volume receives similarly scrupulous attention. The notes for puta-
tive dramas that Milton recorded in the Trinity College manuscript are 
well known but nowhere so efficiently and helpfully described. Poole 
argues convincingly that they date from 1639, after Milton’s return 
from his continental tour; they follow the much-revised “Lycidas” and 
precede the sonnet to Henry Lawes (dated 9 February 1645). Poole 
gives circumstantial evidence that the notes were completed by late 
1641, a date provided by The Reason of Church Government (January 
1642), “where Milton states that he had searched ‘our own ancient 
stories’ for material appropriate for literary adaptation” (305).  

These pages of the Trinity manuscript have traditionally been called 
“Outlines for Tragedies.” Poole, however, noting that most of the pages 
contain only headings, occasional outlines, and few tragedies, prefers 
the title “Ideas for Dramas.” In his cogent introduction, he discusses 
the possibilities implied in these fragments that recollect various 
biblical narratives and British tragedies, the latter indebted especially 
to Holinshed’s Chronicles and Speed’s History. Milton’s interest in 
dramatic work was no doubt stimulated by his early experience of 
Latin university plays, and later during his continental travels, espe-
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cially through his exposure to the music and culture of Italy. He is 
even supposed to have turned to opera. In view especially of “Adam 
unparadiz’d,” Edmund Gosse, writing in 1900, “interpreted the drafts 
as materials for ‘choral plays’” (321). 

A final comment, not about this excellent edition but about its 
physical presentation. Oxford retains its familiar format for scholarly 
and academic volumes though the elegance of the Clarendon Press 
long ago disappeared; now the digitalized printing, faux binding, 
and brittle paper stock result in an awkward book whose loose pages 
refuse to lie flat and continue to spring up, even after sustained use—a 
disadvantage for a book that must serve essentially as a reference work. 

Brendan Prawdzik. Theatrical Milton: Politics and Poetics of the Staged 
Body. Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2018. xii + 249 pp. 
Review by Anthony Welch, University of Tennessee, Knoxville.

John Milton was a closet dramatist in more than one sense. The 
author of college orations, a courtly masque, an unstaged biblical 
tragedy, and a sheaf of unfinished dramatic sketches, Milton felt a 
lifelong desire to stage dialogue and debate in the public eye. Yet he 
often contemplated the theater from a wary distance. He produced no 
dramatic works for London’s playhouses or the royal court. Some of 
his later writings even seem to share the anti-theatrical prejudice of the 
godly reformers who closed the public theaters in 1642. In Theatrical 
Milton, Brendan Prawdzik aims to trace Milton’s shifting attitudes 
toward drama and performance. His goal is not to probe Milton’s 
outlook on a particular dramatic author or tradition. Instead, Prawdzik 
explores the concept of “theatricality” in Milton’s poetry and prose. In 
Prawdzik’s hands, this is a broad, capacious term, incorporating a wide 
range of rhetorical postures and thematic patterns. At the core of Mil-
ton’s theatricality, he contends, are two abiding concerns: the uneasy 
power dynamics that link performer and audience, and the crucial 
role of the author’s “staged body” in his rhetorical self-presentation.

Prawdzik claims that Milton’s readers have long neglected the close 
partnership between rhetoric and theatricality in seventeenth-century 
culture. With mixed success, he argues that this relationship is rooted 


